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by 
Tzy-Tao Yang 
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Major Professor: Dr. Jianping Zhang 
Department: Computer Science 
This report presents the design and implementation of NetTest; a Java program that 
can be run within a Java enabled Web browser. NetTest is a Web-based test tool, which 
allows instructors to create or edit tests and students to take tests using a Java-enabled 
Web-browser. It also allows managers to perform their tasks using similar tools. 
II 
NetTest is a server/client program , which is located on the server. While using the 
NetTest syste m, the Web browser will automatically download the program and execute it 
on the client machine. In other words, NetTest can be run on any kind of network 
environment as long as the network supports the TCP/IP protocol. It can be run on the 
Internet, an Intranet , a WAN, or a LAN. 
NetTest is a cross-platform program , for which the servers and clients can be any 
kind of platforms and the source code needs not be modified or recompiled. 
This report examines the structure of the NetTest with several Object-Oriented 
models. The structure of the NetTest database is illustrated by using data flow diagrams 
and table definitions . A preliminary user manual is also included . 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
As computer technologies evolved, the use of computer-aided training and 
education has dramatically increased. The biggest advantage of using computer-based 
programs in training and education is their flexibility and uniformity. Once the 
educational material is prepared, without being tied to a schedule, students can take 
lessons at any time when they have access to a computer . Besides, training and education 
should always be accompanied with assessments or tests for evaluation of the quality of 
learning. The time and efforts spent on creating and grading a test are considerable 
burdens for instructors. By using a computer program , instructors can easily evaluate how 
well the students have learned. The students can know their grades right after the test. At 
the same time, the computer can store the results for each student that used the system 
and create comparison or statistics reports. The instructors can adjust the course content 
according to the results of students' performance. In this way, the student can learn better, 
the instructor can spent more time on improving the quality of the course contents, and let 
computers take care of the tedious work. 
WHYNETTEST 
The Internet technology has grown rapidly in the last few years. The Internet 
population reached 20 to 30 million on August 25!11, 1995 [1] and projects to reach 15. 79 
billion in year 2000 [2]. Because of its popularity , connectivity, and easy of use, the 
Internet is the ideal place to put a testing tool. 
There are some testing tools available on the Web. Some of them, such as the 
Internet Test System [3], use the Java language while others use HTML and the CGI 
programs to do the work , such as the EDUTEST [4]. But these tools only support limited 
functions and do not have an authoring tool for creating tests. Therefore, there is a need 
to build a testing tool that is able to handle various types of questions , which has an 
authoring tool for instructors to create tests, and which maintains a student test record for 
tracking or improvement purpose. 
GOALS OF NETTEST 
The followings are the three goals for building NetTest: 
1. Build A Web-Based Test Tool 
Let the users use the system from anywhere in the world is the first goal of NetTest. 
This world-wide accessibility will make the test more flexible than traditional in-class 
test. For example , in the case of remote education , both students and instructors can 
benefit from NetTest. Since the students in remote education session have difficulties to 
come to class for lectures , it can be difficult for them to come to class for taking tests as 
well. If the NetTest is been used, students will be able to take tests from anywhere. The 
instructors can also work on the tests remotely. They can decide which test can be taken 
remotely without proctor and put the test on the system. 
2. Build A Cross-Platform Test Tool 
2 
The second goal of NetTest is to build a cross-platform test tool. Figure 1-1 shows this 
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Figure 1-1. The schema of NetTest 
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operating systems . There are several types of hardware and several different operating 
systems on the market. Therefore , there are many hardware and operating system 
combinations . If NetTest users can use the program in a computer environment they are 
already familiar with, it will be easier for the users to adapt themselves to the system. 
This goal can be achieved by using Java as the programming language , because Java is 
designed to be a cross-platform programming language. This feature also will greatly 
reduce the efforts of developing and maintaining the program . The source code of the 
3 
NetTest only needs to be written and compiled once and it will be able to run on different 
platforms. 
3. Develop A Server/Client Test Tool 
In NetTest, all the information related to the users and tests are stored in the database 
on the server. The users can use a Java enabled Web browser to log on to the system and 
the server will send information corresponding to the user requests. There is only one 
single database that needs to be maintained, and all user information is stored in one host 
computer. In the case of multiple test sites, we do not need to worry about creating and 
maintaining another database. Therefore, there will not be the problem of maintaining 
consistency between databases. Meanwhile, a user will not be limited to one test site, 
he/she can choose any test site that is accessible concerning the place and time. 
OVERVIEW OF REPORT 
Chapter 2 explores the structure of NetTest from an object-oriented point of view. 
This chapter also describes the database structure of the NetTest. Chapter 3 is the 
preliminary user manual that explains how to use the system from different users ' 
perspectives. Chapter 4 is the conclusions, discussing the current state of the NetTest and 
the pros and cons of using Java. Chapter 5 gives some suggestions for future 
development. Appendix A lists the definitions of the tables in the NetTest database. 
4 
CHAPTER2 
THE STRUCTURE OF NETTEST 
There are five major components of the Ne/Test: the manager module , the student 
module , the instructor module , the database, and two daemon programs. The Object-
Relationship Model (ORM) between these modules and the users is illustrated in Figure 
2-1. 
Person 
O:* -Use-► 1 
User --disp lay informatioA ~ 
Manager Instructor 









This model employs the Object-Oriented Systems Model (OSM) developed by 
David W. Embley et al. [5]. The rectangle box represents an object class. The shaded 
rectangle box represents a high level view of an object class that can be further divided 
into several subparts. The arc represents the relationship between two object classes. The 
number over the connected line means the participation constraints. The basic form for a 
5 
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participation constraint is a pair of min:max value. The participation constraint is the 
number of times an object in an object class can participate in a connected relationship 
set. The"*" represents an infinite number. The triangle represents the "is a" relationship , 
also know as inheritance relationship. The union symbol (u) inside the triangle means 
that the inheritance is a union set. The union means that an object in the super class could 
be at least fit in one of the subclass . 
From the ORM in figure 2-1, the NetTest User has three sub-types: student, 
manager , and instructor. The NetTest users use the NetTest. The NetTest sends queries to 
the database , and the database sends data back to the NetTest. Then the NetTest will 
display the information back to the users. In later section, we will see more detailed 
views of the NetTest and the database within this system. 
For this project, I am responsible for developing the instructor module and the 
manager module , while the student module is developed by my teammate Yun Ni. I 
constantly receive feedback and opinions from my supervisors during the development 
process. The structure of the database is a collective decision made by my supervisors , 
Yun Ni, and me. Basically, these three modules do not communicate with each other, but 
they share some information of the database. The detailed structure of these three 
modules and the database are introduced in the following sections. 
MANAGER MODULE 
The ORM of manager module is shown in figure 2-2. This ORM is derived from 
figure 2-1 and expands one level down to present more details of the manager module. 
The solid black triangle represents the "is part of ' relationship between objects. For 
example , in the graph, the user information is part of the NetTest database and username 
is part of the user information. The remaining notations were introduced in the previous 
section. The ORM of the manager module illustrates how those object classes are 
involved in the manager module and how they are related to one another. 
Name 
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Figure 2-2. The Object-Relationship Model of the manager module 
This ORM shows that every person can have zero to many phone numbers and each 
phone number can belong to many persons. A person can have only one social security 
number and each social security number belongs to one person at most. A person has at 
least one name and every name can belong to different persons. 
To distinguish NetTest users from the general public, we give each NetTest user a 
unique account belonging to only one user. However , for security reasons , every account 
7 
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has a user type that allows the user to perform certain jobs correspond to the user 's 
privilege. In the case that one person has multiple roles in the NetTest, the system 
manager needs to create an account for each role the person plays. The system identifies 
different users by the username, therefore, the username is unique to the system and it can 
only belong to one user account. Every user account has a password for the user to logon. 
Besides, each user account has an e-mail address for the system and the manager to 
contact a user electronically. 
The tasks that the managers perform in the NetTest are: maintaining the user 
information , test information , and department information. Management tasks consist in 
creating and editing the different kinds of information. The managers use the manager 
frame to perform these tasks. The department information includes the name, the title, 
and the test list of the department. The test list is the tests that are required for that 
department. The test information in this model is a high level view. The details of test 
information are revealed in the ORM of the instructor module. 
INSTRUCTOR MODULE 
Figure 2-3 shows the ORM of the instructor module. The dian1ond shape and the 
statement beside the diamond shape in the graph shows the general constraint. The 
general constraint is used for restricting the membership of one or more classes. There are 
two general constraints in this model: the instructor uses instructor frame to change 
password , and the instructor uses authoring frame to create or edit test. The test contains 




authoring frame to 





Instructor uses instructor 
frame to change password 
1 :* 
Instructor - change+ 















Figure 2-3. The Object-Relationship Model of the instructor module 
NetTest 
Database 
The test has its title, owner, passing score , test-taking-time limit , expiration time, and 
maximum number of attempts. All the information belongs to the test information in the 
database. The major tasks of an instructor in the Ne tTest are: creating tests , editing tests , 
and change students' grades for a certain test. In the instructor frame, the instructors can 
choose to change the students' grade of any test or change the information of any test, so 
that the participation constraint is 0:*. The instructors can also decide to open an existing 
test or create a new test. In this case, the instructors will open the authoring frame to let 
9 
the instructors do so. Once inside the authoring frame, the instructors can change the 
information of the opened test, add new sections , add new questions , or edit questions. 
When a test is opened , it is locked, so that no other instructors can access that test. 
Therefore , every authoring frame relates to one test; a test and its information relate to 
one authoring frame only. 
STUDENT MODULE 
The ORM of the student module is shown in figure 2-4. There is no new notation 




















1 :* Frame 1 ·* O:* Questions 
Figure 2-4. The Object-Relationship Model of the student module 
NetTest 
Database 
Once logged on to the NetTest, the student frame is presented to the student. In the 
student frame, a student can change the password , view the test record , or take a test. 
Because the student can only change or view his/her own records , the participation 
constraint is 1. When the student decides to take a test, the student frame opens the test 
frame for the student to take a test. The student can take one test at a time. The test is 
10 
presented to the student with questions not grouped by the section . Therefore, only test 
questions are related to the test in the student module. 
STRUCTURE OF NETTEST DATABASE 
All the information related to the NetTest is stored in the database. In previous 
sections, I introduced the structure of the NetTest. Before looking into the database, let's 
examine the data flow diagram (DFD) of each module. 
11 
A typical data flow diagram contains data flows, processes, databases, and sources or 
sinks of data. The notation used in these data flow diagrams is extracted from "Software 
Engineering" by Dr. Gregory W. Jones [6], where the rectangles represent sources and 
sinks, circles represent processes, arcs represent data flows, arc labels represent data 
objects, and parallel lines represent databases. 
Data Flow Diagram Of Manager Module 
The data flow diagram of manager module is shown in figure 2-5. When the manager 
logs on the system, he/she needs to enter the usemame and password. The system looks 
up the user information database to find a match and verify the password. When the 
manager wants to create a new user account or edit the existing user account, the manager 
sends a request to the system, the system sends the query and gets the information from 
the user information database. When updating the test, the system checks the number of 
the logon user by sending the test ID received from the manager to the log database and 
gets the user count. If the user count equals to zero, the system updates the test 
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Figure 2-5. The data flow diagram of the manager module 
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Some tests need to be unlocked before a student can take that test. Upon receiving the 
request, the manager sends the test ID and the student's username to the system. The 
system then sends this information to the user information database. When a student logs 
on to the system, he/she will be able to take the test. 
When an instructor creates a test , he/she is the default owner of the test. But there are 
cases in which a test needs to be edited by more than one instructor . In this case, the 
manager needs to change the ownership of a test to those instructors who need access to 
the test. For this end , the manager sends a request to the system. The system gets the 
current owner from the database, then the manager changes it and sends it back to the 
system. Finally , the system changes the ownership in the database. When creating test 
reports , the manager sends a request. The system will let the manager choose from 
different tests and reports. Then, the system will get the corresponding information from 
the database , format the report , and send it back to the manager. When creating a new 
department or editing an existing department , the managers need to send a request. The 
system saves the updated information in the database . 
Data Flow Diagram Of Instructor Module 
13 
Figure 2-6 shows the data flow diagram of the instructor module. It shows the tasks 
performed by the instructor and the data flows . When changing the password , the 
instructor sends the new password and the system saves it in the user information 
database . When adding or editing a section , the instructor sends the new section 
information to the system , then the system saves the information into the instructor test 
databas e. The same occurs when the instructor adds or edits test questions. The instructor 
sends a test ID and new test information to the system when editing the test information , 
and the system saves the changes to the instructor test database . When deleting or 
opening a test, the instructor sends the test ID to the system , then the system performs the 
required action. When creating a new test, the system will request for the new test 
information and saves it to the instructor test database. 
After a test information or its contents have been changed, the instructor needs to 
decide whether to update the test, so that the student can use the new test. When this 
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information from the instructor test database, writing the information to the student 
database. The reasons to keep separate databases for instructor and student are that there 
are cases in which the instructor is not finishing his/her work on the test or when there are 
students taking the test. The new information cannot appear on the test underway, so that 
the system saves the test information in a temporary storage and writes it to the student 
database when it is not under lock. 
The instructor can also view the test statistics by specifying the test ID to the system, 
15 
which will retrieve the test statistics from the student test database. A similar process 
happens when the instructor wants to view the student grade. When editing the student 
grade , the instructor gets the current grades from the system by supplying the test ID and 
sends the new grade back to the system, which saves the new student grade to the student 
test database. 
Data Flow Diagram Of Student Module 
Figure 2-7 shows the data flow diagram of the student module. The student sends 
username to the system and the system gets the grade of this particular student from the 
student grade database. 
Student Grade Database - ---- student grade -----1 








teSt ID questions 
Student Test Database 
Figure 2-7. The data flow diagram of the student module 
When taking a test , the student sends the test ID to the system, which sends back the 
test questions. When the student has finished the test or the test duration is elapsed , the 
system grades the test and sends the grade both to the student and to the student grade 
database. In order to change the password , the student needs to give the system the old 
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and the new password and the system saves it in the user information database . 
. DAEMON PROGRAMS 
The two daemon programs are named log server and update daemon. Both progran1s 
are continuously running on the server as Java applications. 
Log Server 
The responsibility of the log server is to log the user logon and logout activities. 
When a user logs on to the system the log server records the user name, logon time , and 
the IP address of the machine from which the user connected. This log will be kept in a 
file to monitor the traffic of the system. The log server will prevent the same user to log 
on to the system with multiple simultaneous connections. It will check whether the test 
the user is trying to take is scheduled to be updated , in this case the user is not allowed to 
log on to the system. It will likewise prevent two instructors editing the same test at the 
same time. 
Update Daemon 
The update daemon runs on the server, sleeps for the period of time specified during 
the set up, then wakes up to do its job again. The primary job of the update daemon is to 
update tests when they are so schedu led. Another of its jobs is to check whether there is 
any entry in the log table to which user's program does has not responded for a long time. 
In this case, the update daemon will consider that the user's program has terminated 
abnorma lly or crashed. Therefore , the system will remove this entry from the log table so 
that the user will be able to log on again. 
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QUESTION TYPES 
There are seven types of question available in the NetTest namely: multiple 
choice , filling the blank , sequencing , matching , multiple answers , true or false , and essay 
questions. 
Multiple Choice 
In this type of questions , there has to be at least two choices from which the 
instructors ask the students to choose , of which there is only one correct answer. 
Fill-In-Blank 
The fill-in-blank questions have a missing word or phrase in the text. The students 
need to complete the whole text by determining what is missing , then type in their answer 
in the spaces provided. 
Sequencing 
This type of questions has a list of items that have a specific order in their nature; 
the students need to determine the correct order from the items listed in the question. 
Matching 
This type of questions contains two sets of items, which maintains a fixed 
relationship from one side to the other. The students need to determine the correct match 
of one item on the left side and another item on the right side, according to the fixed 
relationship . 
Multiple Answers 
This type of questions is similar to the multiple choice , but it is possible that there is 
more than one correct answer. 
True Or False 
In this type of questions, the students need to answer whether the statement in the 
question is true or false. 
Essay 
The answer of this question is open-ended, students need to write their opinion 
based on the question asked. The answer could be more than one sentence or even 
extended to several paragraphs. Since the answer is not fixed, this type of questions 
cannot be graded by the system. The instructor needs to grade this type of questions 
personally. 
THE DATABASE ENGINE AND TABLES 
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The NetTest uses Microsoft SQL Server® as the database server. The decision of 
using Microsoft SQL server® stems from the Windows NT Server® gains popularity in 
the server operating system market. The installed base of Windows NT Server® is 
growing larger while the hardware cost of running a Windows NT Server® is relatively 
lower than that of a UNIX box. On the other hand, the Microsoft SQL Server supports the 
standard query language (SQL) and it is robust for relational databases. These features 
keep the cost of this project low and make the design of the database very easy. However , 
it is fairly easy to switch to another database server, because the application interfaces to 
communicate with database servers have been standardized. These Application 
Programming Interfaces (API) are called Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). To change 
the database server to another one, we only need to change the JDBC driver to the proper 
driver that is capable to communicate with the target database server. 
The database of the NetTest has 24 different tables. These tables can be grouped into 
three categories: user information database , student test database, and instructor test 
database. I will discuss these tables in the following sections by category. The table 
definitions of all the tables are listed in appendix A. 
User Information Database 
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There are four tables in this category: Password, Major, Log, and Std_Info. The 
Password table is used to store the basic user information, such as username, password 
etc. The Major table stores departmental information . The Log table stores information of 
current logon user that is accessing any test. The Std _Info stores the student test records 
and the result of each attempt. 
Student Test Database 
There are 10 tables in this category. These tables are named Test , Section, Qindex, 
and Qtypel through Qtype7. These tables store the information and questions of tests that 
the student will take. The test table stores test information such as owner , title , passing 
score, and time limit. The Section table stores the section information of all tests. The 
Qindex table stores the reference and statistics of questions of all tests . The system will 
first look up this table then look into the corresponding Qtype table according its question 
type. Qtype 1 through Qtype7 are used to store different types of questions of all tests . 
Qtype 1 stores the information of matching questions. Qtype2 stores the information of 
sequencing questions. Qtype3 stores the information of true or false questions. Qtype4 
stores the information of multiple choice questions. Qtype5 stores the information of fill-
in-blank questions. Qtype6 stores the information of multiple answer questions. Qtype7 
stores the information of essay questions. 
Instructor Test Database 
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The remaining 10 tables are in the instructor test database. The tables in this 
category are a mirror set of the student test database, and their names have "Update_ " in 
front of those in student test database. All the table definition is identical to those in the 
student test database except Update_ Test and Update_ Qindex. 
In the Update_ Test table there are three columns added to the Test table in the 
student test database. These columns are named updateStatus, graphSeq, and IdSeq. The 
updateStatus column is for keeping track of the test update status. The possible values of 
this column are ' i', ' d', 'u', and 'n'. The value 'i' indicates that the test is incomplete, so 
that the system will not allow update on this test. The 'd' indicates that the test has been 
deleted, the system will delete the corresponding test in the student test database when no 
student is taking the test. The 'u' means that the test needs to be updated, the system will 
update the test upon receiving the request from the manager or instructor. The ' n' means 
that the test has been updated previously, and no change has been made after that. In this 
case , the system will not update the test unless the instructor or manager elects to do that. 
The Update_Qindex table has four columns fewer than the Qindex table. These 
columns are timesCorrect , timesincorrect, timesNotAnswered, and timesSelected , which 
exist in the Qindex table for the purpose of statistics. They only need to be kept in one 
place, and the student test database is the best choice. 
NETTEST SECURITY POLICIES 
Since the NetTest is running on the Web, there are some security issues. In the 
following sections, I will discuss the security policies implemented in the NetTest. 
General Security Policies 
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The NetTest only allows people that have an account to access it. The users need to 
log on to the system by entering their usernames and passwords. This piece of 
information is stored in the database. The password must be at least six characters up to 
15 characters long. The password could be composed by any characters. As long as the 
users keep their password secret, no other person can use their accounts. When changing 
the password, the system will ask the old password and reconfirm the new password. 
Because the NetTest is running within the browser as an applet, it can not access the 
resources on the client side. 
The security on accessing the database is controlled by the database server. The 
database is a black box to the user. The user neither knows the name of the database nor 
the name of the tables. Therefore, the chances that someone will corrupt the database are 
sma ll. To connect to the Microsoft SQL Server, we need to supply the username and 
password. Each user in the Microsoft SQL Server has its own permission for reading or 
writing to the database. The Microsoft SQL Server handles this kind of securit y very 
well, therefore, we did not have to add security features. Currently, the username and 
password for accessing the database is hard-coded in the program. It is possible that 
some one can hack into the system and get the passwords , however , to get the username 
and password is difficult for normal users. In order to illegally obtain the username and 
password, the data-thief needs to know which class files holds the information then try to 
save the class file and disassemble the Java byte code. Another way is to capture the 
packet transmitting between the server and client and unscramble the packet. Both ways 
would require a lot of work. 
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When a test is opened, the opened test is locked for the write operation. However , 
there are cases in which the user terminates the program abnormally or the computer 
crashes. The lock will not be released, which will cause indefinite waiting or starvation. 
To fix this problem, there is a monitoring agent running on the background. Whenever 
the user opens a test , the clock starts to tick. If there is no user action (i.e. mouse 
movement , keyboard event) for more than 12 minutes, the system terminates the session. 
If there is any user action before the time running out, the clock is reset to zero. When a 
student is taking a test and there is no user action for 12 minutes , the system will close 
the session. The test will not be graded and the test is marked as incomplete. When an 
instructor is editing a test and there is no user action for 12 minutes , the system will save 
the test to the instructor test database automatically before closing the session. 
Manager Module Policies 
There are two types of managers in the NetTest: system managers and department 
managers . The system managers can access system-wide information. The department 
managers can access the departmental information only. For example , a system manager 
can create a new user account in any department but a department manager can only 
create new users for his/her department. 
Instructor Module Policies 
When accessing the test, the instructor can only read or write those tests that he/she 
owns. When an instructor creates a new test, he/she is the default owner of the test. For 
sharing the test, the instructor needs to ask the manager to add more owners to the test. 
The same rule applies to viewing the test statistics and viewing or changing the student 
grades. 
Student Module Policies 
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The major security issues in the student module are related to how the student is 
taking the test. Basically there are two kind of tests: one needs to be proctored , while the 
other needs not. For those tests that need to be proctored, the instructor has to specify the 
tests that need to be unlocked by the manager. When a student wants to take this kind of 
test , he/she has to ask the manager to unlock the test first. When unlocking a test, the 
system will ask the manager to specify the student username, IP address and the valid 
time. The test will be unlocked for one specific student on a particular machine for a 
certain period of time. For those tests that do not need to be unlocked , the student can 
take the test at any time and any place. 
The test questions presented to the student are randomly selected from the test 
database. The order of the questions will be different in each instance. The sequence of 
possible answers is also randomly ordered. Therefore, it is useless for the student to 
defeat the system by memorizing the order of the answers when taking a test. 
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THE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND TOOL USED 
The programming language chosen is Java because of its portability and built-in 
networking capability. The developing tool used initially was Microsoft Visual J++, but 
we switched to Symantec Visual Cafe two months ago. The JDBC driver for co1mecting 





The NetTest is a Web-based test tool. With this system, the students can take tests, 
the instructors can create or edit tests , and the managers can perform management tasks 
on the Internet. There are three modules in the NetTest. Each module is designed for 
specific types of users. The users who utilize the NetTest are categorized into three 
different types: manager, instructor, and student. Each type of users have different access 
privileges. There are certain actions allowed for each type of users, while some are 
inhibited. Therefore , each type of users have their own interfaces with menu choices that 
allow them to perform a restricted class of tasks. This user manual is organized into five 
sections: 
1. Explains the steps to install the NetTest on the server. 
2. Lists the system requirements for the server and clients. 
3. Explores the functions available for managers and explains how to use them. 
4. Tells the students on how to take tests. 
5. Explores the functions available for instructors and gives detailed explanation on how 
to use the system. 
INSTALLATION 
There are five steps to install the NetTest on the server machine. 
1. Copy all files to the hard drive 
The files include all the class files, image files , HTML files, and the JDBC driver 
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files. 
2. Create database 
Create a database in the server called "nettest" and a logon account for this database. 
This logon account must have read and write privileges on all tables. The procedures for 
creating database, logon account , and tables vary among different database servers. 
3. Create tables in the database and initialize the tables 
Create all tables in the database. The password table must have the account 
information for the system manager, so that the system manager can logon and create 
new users or new departments. 
4. Set up the environment variables 
An environment variable that must be set is "CLASSPATH". The procedure to set up 
environment variables is different for different platforms, but normally it should be "Set 
CLASSPATH=¾CLASSPATH¾;[NetTest directory]." The CLASSPATH variable should 
point to the directory where the NetTest system is installed. 
5. Set up the Web server 
Make the Web browser point to the NetTest directory , so that the public can access 
NetTest using the Web browser via the HTTP protocol. Again, the procedure varies on 
different Web servers. 
Currently , there is no setup program written, thus these five steps need to be done 
manually. 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 
The system requirements on the server are: 
• HTTP server or Web server 
• Database Server (i.e. Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle) 
• JDBC driver for the database server 
• TCP /IP network 
The system requirements on the client are: 
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• Java enabled Web browser that supports Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.1 or later, 
for example , Netscape Communicator 4.04. 
• TCP /IP connection to the server 
MANAGERS' USER MANUAL 
The major component of the manager module is the manager interface. This 
interface is designed for management tasks ; only users with management privilege can 
access this interface. In this interface, a manager can perform user management tasks, 
change the departmental information , manage tests , maintain the test database , and 
generate statistic reports. There are two types of managers: system managers and 
department managers. A department manager can only access part of the users and part of 
the tests , while a system manager is allowed to access all the information related to all 
users , departments , and tests. First, the managers need to log on to the system, by 
entering their username and password. Figure 3-1 shows the logon box. After a successfu l 
logon , the tasks that managers can perform are as listed below: 
copyright 1997 Utah State University 
All Rights Reserved 
Usenuune: I myzd 
Password: I ** **** 
Figure 3-1. The logon screen of NetTest 
User Management: 
The tasks that managers need to do are to create new user account , edit existing user 
information , list current users, disable user account, activate user account, and remove 
user from the database. 
a. Create New User Account 
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The manager needs to create the account for each new user and assign a unique user 
name to the user, so that the users can logon to the system. For adding new users , the 
manager needs to select the proper user type from the menu bar, then select "add" from 
the pull down menu. If the manager is a department manager , then he/she can only create 
users for his/her own department. Only the system manager is allowed to create users for 
different departments. Figure 3-2 shows the interface for adding new managers. The 
interface for adding new students and instructors looks exactly the same as figure 3-2. 
The only difference is the title. If the manager selects the wrong user type, he/she can 
rectify this error by choosing the correct user type choice button. The manager needs to 
input the password twice for verification then select the proper department for 
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~Add New Manager El 
A1hl New Mmrnger 
Please nter U1e user infonnation then click Ok. To clw the textfields click Reset 
First !lame Last Mame 
jrhomas 
User l!ame: jromF User Type: I Manager 
Password: I******** Verify Pass word: 
Department: Ibis Social Security l!umber: 




I**** i- * * * 
j678259874 
Jtomf@usu. ed~ 
Figure 3-2. The dialog box for adding a new manager 
the new user. After all information is entered, the manager needs to click on the Ok button 
to complete the job. The Reset button is for clearing all the information in the text fields . 
The mana ger can quit the operation by clicking on the Cancel button , which will bring 
the mana ger back to the manager interface. 
b. Edit Existing User Information 
If the manager pressed a wrong key during the setup of the user account or the user 
information has changed, the manager can change the user 's personal information by 
clicking the proper user type from the menu bar, then select Edit menu. The interface for 
editing mana gers ' information is shown in figure 3-3. The box for editing students' or 
instructors ' information is almost identical with figure 3-3. If the manager chooses the 
user from the Username choice button , the current information will show up in the text 
fields. After the manager has changed the information and clicks on the Update button , 
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llmEdil Manager Records 13 
Edit Manager Records 
Please select the user, then enter the new information. 














Social Security lhurher: j111111111 
E-rnail: lsl 2dc:~c:c:. usu . edu 
Figure 3- 3. The dialog box of editing a manager account 
new information is saved into the database. The Reset button will reload the current 
information from the database , in case of errors. The Cancel button will close this 
interface and abort the operation when clicked. The department manager can edit the user 
information in his/her own department, but not the users in other departments . 
c. List Current Users 
The interface for listing users is similar to the one for editing user information , the 
differences are that the managers can not change the user information in this interface , 
and there are no Update and Reset buttons. If the manager wants to change the user 
information , he/she needs to use the editing interface. If the manager chooses to list the 
student information, the students' test records are also displayed. Figure 3-4 shows a 
sample of a student list. The manager can choose the student from the choice button, or 
click on the Previous or Next button to browse through all student records. 
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" Lisi S ludenl Records El 
Student Record 
Last Mame First Mame Middle Marne 551, Department Status 
I Jensen Rose 777777777 cs Activate 
Individual Student Record 
Test# Test Title Test Module Test Type Grade(%) Status(P/F/I) Date Taken 
32 Check Services General Concept Mot Taken 
Previous I Mext I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 4. A sample of student record list 
d. Disable User Account 
This function is designed for cases when a particular user is on vacation or left the 
organization for a short period of time. For security considerations, the manager might 
want to disable that user's account. When an account is disabled , the user can not log on 
to the system. To open the disable interface , simply select the user type from the menu 
bar then choose Disable . Figure 3-5 shows the disable interface for managers. The disable 
interfaces for instructors and students are similar to the one in figure 3-5. To disable user 
accounts, select the users from the list then click on the Disable button. If no account is 
available for disabling , the list will be empty. To quit the operation, click on the Cancel 
button. Again, the department manager can only disable users in his/her own department. 














Disable I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 5. The dialog box for disabling a manager account 
e. Enable User Account 
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This function is opposite from the previous function. When the reason of disabling a 
user account has ceased , the manager needs to re-enable the user account , so that the user 
can utilize the system again. This job could be done through the activate-user-account 
interface. To open the activate-user-account interface, select the proper user type from the 
menu bar, then click on the Activate. This interface for enabling a manager account is 
shown in figure 3-6. The interface for activating an instructor or student account is 
similar to the one shown in figure 3-6. To activate a user account , simply select the user 
in the list then click on the Activate button. If no account has been disabled previously , 
the list will be empty. To close the interface or cancel the job, click on the Cancel button. 
f. Remove User Account 
When a user no longer uses the system, the manager might want to remove the user 
from the system and remove all the information related to that user from the database. 
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fgActivate Manager 13 
Activate 1\1:auagel' 
Usernaroe Mame (Last, First, Middle) 
mcjin cao, jin 
Activate I Cancelj 
'. _21~ jJavaAppletWindow 
.L----. --,,,m- . ....:. . , , ______________ ,,,  ... _..___________________ --· =-~-~~-=---- -------------------· 
Figure 3- 6. The dialog box for activating a manager account 
If the user is a student then all his/her test record will be deleted along with his/her 
personal information. If the user is an instructor then the instructor's personal information 
will be deleted but the test(s) that the instructor created will not be deleted. The system 
will only remove the test ownership from the test entries. Please be cautious , for this 
operation is not reversible. Once the user account is deleted, to restore the information 
one must again add the user. From the menu bar select the proper user type and choose 
the Remove item and the remove user interface will be opened. The sample interface for 
removing a manager account is shown in figure 3-7. The interface for removing a student 
or instructor account is similar to that in figure 3-7. To remove a user, first select the user 
from the list then click on the Remove button. If no account exists in the database of this 
particular user type, the list will be empty. The Cance l button will close this interface 
when one clicked on it. 







__ :~/.52}] fJa-;;aApplet \llindow 
Remove Manager 






Remove j Cance l I 
Figure 3- 7. The dialog box for removing a manager account 
Test Management 
After a test has been created, it is possible that the state of a test be changed 
occasionally. In this situat ion, the manager needs to apply the changes to the test. The 
tasks designed for maintaining the tests include: edit test ownership , w1lock test, and 
update test. 
a. Edit Test Ownership 
When a test is created , the creator is the default owner. However , there are cases in 
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which a test has more than one owner or a test owner should be removed from the owner 
list. In these cases , the manager needs to add an existing instructor to the owner list or 
remove an instructor from the owner list. Figure 3-8 shows the interface to add or remove 
instructors from a test. This interface shows the test title at the top , its current owner on 
the left pane, and the remaining instructors on the right pane. 
m; Edit Test l!!ll~H3 
Eclit Test Owner 
Ple:ise select the user you want to remove or add then click the button. 









,, I instructor 
--2=-::J inyy 
, I izhang 
....:.:.::J Rose 
Update I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 8. The dialog box for editing a test owner 
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To add instructors to the owner list simply select instructor(s) from the right pane 
and click on the left arrow-headed (~)button. To remove instructor(s) from the owner 
list select the instructor(s) from the left pane and click on the right arrow-headed(➔) 
button. After changes have been made, click on the Update button at the bottom will save 
the changes to the database. Clicking the Cancel button will close this interface. The 
department manager can only modify those tests in his/her department. 
b. Unlock Test 
Some tests need to be proctored , depending on instructor's requirements. When a 
student wants to take this kind of tests, he/she needs to go to the manager on the test site 
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and request the manager to unlock the test. When unlocking a test , the manager needs to 
specify the IP address and valid time for the test. In this way, the test can only be taken on 
the machine with the specified IP address within the valid time frame by a particular 
student (for example machine 1 in lab 407 for student A). Then , the student can only tak e 
the test on one particular machine . Figure 3-9 shows the interface to unlock a test. 
lil!jUnlock Test l!llilEI 
Uulock Test File 
Student Record 
User Name Last Name First Name Middle Mame Department 
qwe4rwer dasdqwedw werwerew werewrr cs 
unlock Test# title pass s core( %) attempts# tes t date expiration status user score (%) 
No 32 Check Services 75 0 Not taken 
No test is unlocked for this student' 
.:d,21] JavaApplelWindow 
Figure 3- 9. The dialog box for unlocking a test 
To unlock a test , first the manager needs to select the student by means of the 
student record choice button. Double clickin g the test or selecting the test from the list 
then clicking on the Unlock button will unlock the test. Another dialo g box will appear 
asking for the IP address and valid time. After entering the information and clicking on 
the Ok button the test is unlocked . The student then needs to go to the specified machin e 
to take the test within the valid time frame specified. If the student did not take the test 
within the valid time frame, the test is locked again. To effectively take the test , the 
student needs to go through the same process again. 
c. Update Test 
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When a test is created or modified, it is saved in the instructors' database. The student 
will not be able to see the new test or the newer version until the test is updated. Because 
it is very dangerous to update the test while there is any student taking the test or any 
instructor is editing the test, this operation can only be performed when there is no user 
accessing the test. If there is anyone accessing the test, then the test will be scheduled to 
be updated at a later time. After a test is scheduled for update , no newly logged in user 
can access that test, in order to assure that the test will be updated when those users 
currently accessing the test have finished their work. Figure 3-10 shows the interface for 
updating a test. The information shown in the list includes the test title and the current 
number of users logged on. To update a test, select it from the list then click on the 
Update button. A progress bar will be displayed while the test is being updated. If there is 
any test that can not be updated at the moment , the NetTest will schedule the update 
process and inform the manager. To close, simply click on the Cancel button. 
Department Management 
The department management tasks include list, add, edit, and remove department. The 
system manager can perform all these functions , while department managers can only list 
and edit his/her own department. 
IJ; Update Test 13 
U11date Test Database 
Ple:ise select the test you v.rant to update. 
Tests available to be updated: 
Test ID Test Title 
32 Check Services 
Update I Cancel j 
..21~ fJava Applet Window 
Figure 3- 10. The dialog box for updating a test 
a. List Department 
m .. unber of Logon User ( s) 
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This function allows the manager to list all departments already created after the 
NetTest is installed. The manager will not be able to change the information listed in this 
interface. To change the information, the manager needs to use the Edit Department 
function. 
b. Add Department 
Only system managers can use this function. It allows the system manager to add a 
new department to the system and assign test(s) to the new department from existing 
tests . Figure 3-11 shows the interface for adding a new department to the system. 
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~Add New Deparlmenl 1!1~13 
Add New Department 
Department: CS Number Of Required Test: j1 
Departmen t Title: !co mp uter Sc ience 
Required Test(si List: Available Test(s): 
Chec k Ser v ice5 
rc·i;;;-;;;~···;,election JI Update I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 11. The dialog box for adding a new department 
The Department field at the top is for its abbreviation. The Department Title field is 
for the full name of the department. The left pane showing the test list is initially empty. 
The right pane lists all tests available in the system. To add available test(s) to the test list, 
select test(s) from the right pane then click on the left arrow-headed (~)button between 
the two panes. To remove any test from the test list, select the test from the left pane then 
click on the right arrow-headed ( ➔) button. To clear the test selection , click on the Clear 
Selection button. To save the new department information into the database , click on the 
Update button. To close the interface, click on the Cancel button. 
c. Edit Department 
Through this function, the system manager can change the test lists of an existing 
department. Notice that changes made here will affect the department immediately. The 
interface for editing the department is similar to the interface shown in figure 3-11. The 
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only difference is that the department field is a choice and is not editable. The method of 
adding a test to the test list or removing a test from the test list is the same as described in 
the previous section. 
d. Delete Department 
This function is for deleting an existing department from the database. However, if 
there is any user belonging to this department, the system will not allow the deletion. The 
manager needs to remove all users in this department first, then to delete the department 
from the database. Figure 3-12 shows the interface for deleting a department. 
~ Delete Department Ef 
Delete Department(s) 
Select U1e department(s) you want to remove, Ulen click Delete button. 








business information system 
Comp uter Science 
electrical engineering 




Delete j Cancel j 
__:;;d ~ Java Applet \1/indow 
Figure 3- 12. The dialog box for deleting a department 
The department abbreviation and its title are shown in the list. To delete any of the 
listed departments , select the department from the list, then click on the Delete button. To 
close the interface , click on the Cancel button. 
Generate Test Reports 
Currently , there are three different types of reports that can be created within the 
system , they are attempt reports , statistics reports , and summary reports. 
a. Attempt Reports 
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In this type of reports the manager can see the results of tests taken from each 
department. The listed information includes the test title , the number of times that the test 
is passed , failed , and incomplete. This report will provide the information of how each 
test is taken by the students . A sample of attempt report is shown in figure 3-13. 
ma Test Attempt summary El 
Test Attempt Smmnary 
Depai:-tment: ]busine ss infoi:-mation system .:J 
Test# Te s t Title #Passed #Failed #Incomplete 
32 Che c k Se i:-v i c e s 0 1 0 
Tota l 0 1 0 
Figure 3- 13. A sample of test attempt report 
b. Statistics Report: 
The test statistics can be listed (1) by all tests , (2) by tests taken from each 
department , or (3) by questions in a test. 
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1. By All Tests 
The report lists the statistics of incomplete, passed, and failed numbers of each test on 
the first, second, and third attempt. This report also shows how well the students have 
done on each test. If the passed number on the first attempt is high then the test might be 
too easy for the students or the students have learned very well. If the passed nwnber 
become higher in the later attempt then the students have improved during the learning 





lndivi•lnal Test Result 
Attempt #1 Attempt #2 Attempt #3 
%I %P %F (#) %I %P %F (#) %I %P %F (#) 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Number of Individuals Administered Tests: j1 
By Test J By Department I By Question I Cancel I 
_L/.,,:W Javat>.ppletWindow 
Figure 3- 14. A sample test statistics report listed by test 
2. By Department 
The report is similar to the previous report, but it filters out those tests not required by 
the department that the manager has chosen to display. To execute the function, select the 
department from the choices, and the statistics of tests belonging to the department will 
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be listed. A sample test statistics listed by the department is shown in figure 3-15. 
n; Statistics Et 
Statistics Report 
Individual Test Res1dt For Eacb Department 
Department Title: !business information system ..:J 
Test Title 
Attempt #1 Attempt #2 Attempt #3 
%I %P %F (#) %I %P %F(#) %I %P %F(#) 
Check Services 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
By Test j By Department I By Question I Cancel I 
Figure3-is~ Asampie test statistics reporiHsied by department 
3. By Questions In A Test 
This report displays how well each question was answered by the students. It lists all 
the questions of the test, and the number of times each question is answered correctly and 
incorrectly. Note that because of the random manner in which questions are selected 
individual question will not have the same attempt total. This report allows the manager 
to go into more detail to see the performance of students on the basis of individual 
questions. If in most instances a question is answered incorrectly , the instructor might 
want to change the question or disable the question. A sample test statistics report listed 
by test is shown in figure 3-16. To view the statistics of another test, select the test from 
the choice at the top. 














Frequently Missed Question 
Test Title l Check Services _:] 
Quest ion !,umber Correct !,urnber I ncorrect Mwnber 
1 0 0 
2 0 1 
3 0 0 
4 1 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 0 
By Test I By Department I By Question I Cancel I 













0 % _.:.] 
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The summary report lists the departments and all the tests required , along with the 
number of failed tests on the first and second attempt and the total of attempts. It also lists 
the total passed nwnber and the required passing score. A sample is listed in figure 3-17. 
To view the statistics of another department , select the department from the choice at the 
top. 
Other Tasks 
Other miscellaneous functions performed by the manager are : clear database , clear 
student record , and view log files. 
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~Test Failure Summarv El 
Test Failtu·e Smmnary 
Department Title: jbusines s information system.:] 
Test# Test Title t,Iumber of t,w-.ber of Total Total Passing 
1st Fail 2nd Fail Attempt Passed Score 
32 Check Serv i c es 2 0 75 
Figure 3- 17. A sample test summary 
a. Clear Database 
There are times that the tables in the database is corrupted or all the records in the 
table need to be cleared but we still want to maintain the structure of the table. This 
function will let the manager clear all the records in the selected table but maintain the 
table definition intact. Only a system manager can perform this operation. 
b. Clear Student Record 
The system will keep a record every time the student takes a test, until that test 
expires. In a large organization, the size of the database could increase dramatically and 
occupy the precious disk space. For this reason , the manager can choose whether to 
delete all test records of a selected student or keep the most recent test records. The 
department manager can only delete those students within his/her department. 
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c. View Log Files 
There are two log files maintained by the system. One is the user logon log; the other 
is the update log. The log server maintains the user logon log, while the update log is 
maintained by the update daemon. These two programs were discussed in chapter 2 
section 5 page 16. This function will pop up a window and let the managers choose 
which log they want to see. 
STUDENTS' USER MANUAL 
The primary objective of students in NetTest is to take tests. Also , students can view 
their test records and change their password. The questions in a generated test are 
randomly selected from the test database . The order of the questions that appear in the 
test is also randomly generated. Furthermore , the order of the choice s is also randomly 
generated. After the test is done, the system will grade the test automatically , except the 
essay question s. At this point , students have the chance to see the results immediatel y and 
the correct answer for each question that appeared in the test. The tasks that a student can 
perform are discussed below : 
Change Password 
The students can change their password after logging on to the system . When a 
student decide to do so, the system will ask him/her to type in the old password , the new 
password , and verify the new password , so that the student will remember the password 
in the future and to assure that the new password is what he/she wants. The interface is 
shown in figure 3-18. To save the new password to the database, click on the Change 
button; otherwise, click on the Cancel button to close the interface. 
m;Password El 
Username: syzcl 
Name: zbiDao yang a 
Old Password I*"'**** 
New Passwo rd j ******** 
Confun1 j ******** I 
Change j Cancel j 
.z/~ Dav a ,6,pplet \'/indow 
Figu re 3- 18. The dialog box for changing a student password 
View Personal Record 
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This function displays all the tests that a student is required to take, the dates those 
tests were taken , the expiration dates of the tests, and the results of the tests. In this 
mam1er, a student can keep track of his/her performance in the tests , and to become aware 
of the tests they need to take in the future. The interface for view personal record is 
simi lar to that for taking a test (figure 3-19). 
Take A Test 
Students are able to see those tests required within their department, then decide 
which test they want to take. For those tests that need to be proctored , the students must 
request the manager to unlock the test they want to take. For those tests that do not need 
unlocking, the students can take the test anywhere and at any time they want by simply 
selecting it. The interface for choosing a test to take is shown in figure 3-19. 
~Tesl Selechon l!llilf3 
User Name: syzd Department: elecbica l engineering 
unlock Test# title pass score(%) attempts# test date expiration status user scoI:"e (%) 
No 32 Che c k Ser v i c es 75 12/22/ 1997 6/ 22/ 1998 Fa iled 45 
Test 1 is unlocked. Restricted to IP: Invalid after: 17:57 09/18/1997 
Figure 3- 19. The dialog box for choosing a test to take 
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After a test has been chosen and unlocked another window will appear, called test 
frame. A sample of test.frame is shown in figure 3-20. During the test the student does 
not need to answer the question in a particular order. The student can browse through the 
questions or jump to a question by clicking on the Previous, Next , First, Last , or Goto 
button. They can skip a question , and answer it later. They can also browse through the 
answered or unanswered questions by clicking the Answered or Unanswered button at the 
bottom. They can also view the status (shown in figure 3-21) of all questions to see 
whether the question is answered or not, and they can directly go to any chosen question. 
Some sample questions are shown from figure 3-22 through 3-24. 
All the test sessions have their time duration measured. However , some tests may not 
have a time limit so that the students can take as long as they need. Some tests have a 
~ Concept Ted f3 
I 12: 46: 40 
I Te st No. 
[ 
I Quesfion 
j No . 
Score J Quest.ion Desniptiou 
There is a Cl ock in the upper-left . 
There are test numbers in the upper-middle . 
There is question description in the upper-r i ght . 
There are navigator buttons at the bottom . 
First display the first question . 
Last disp l ay the last quest i on . 
Previous : display the previous quest i on . 
Next display the next question . 
Goto disp l ay t he specified quest i on . 
Done exit t he t est and grade the answers . 
Answer your question he re 
I ◄ I ◄ ► I ►I I !!II 
First . Pre,ious Next Lnst. . Go To Srnms 
Figure 3- 20. The student test frame 
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time limit , so that when the specified time has elapsed or the student has finished the test , 
the system will stop the test session immediately and start grading the test. This 
procedure assures that every student will have the exact same amount of time to answer 
the questions. After the test has been graded , the system will display the grade (shown in 
figure 3-25) and provide the chance for the student to review the questions and their 
correct answers . Two samples ofreviewing sessions are shown in figure 3-26 and figure 
3-27. The test results are kept in the database every time the student takes a test. 
Once again, all the questions in the test are randomly chosen, and the choices in the 
quest ions are also randomly ordered. Even if more than one student is taking the same 
test at the same time and place, the questions they get will appear differently. 



















Go to Return to test I Grade and Exit test I 
Figure 3- 21. A samp le of test status when taking a test 
112 : 49 : 06 
I Te s t 32 
Que s tion 
16 
Score 
~-----, FiJI Tu Bhmk 
A block ticket is created to~-~- t h e deposit in g financial 
institution for the do ll ar value of the checkreceived and to bil J the 
DI for the work type a n d number of it 
I ◄ 
Fil ·,.st . l r~·~"ig,_,.,. 
►f Ill 
. Next , _La~ .t. - ~~ ... l: ,9 
~ 
.f>~~~~,s . 
Figure 3- 22. A sample of fill-in-blank question 
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I 12 : 4 7 : 12 
j Test 32 
Questio n 
1 
I Questi ou D oscl'i t>ti ou 
;--.- -1- ---, M ultiJ>l e cb oice 
What mai n te nance do you perform on the proners a nd h ow frequently 
sho u ld maintenance b e performed? 
A. I is n o t necessary to perform maintenance o n t h e 
printers . 
B . The pronters should be vacummed every time t h e paper 
is c h a nged . The ribbon s h ould be replaced whe n 
necessary-pron t out becomes too light . 
c. Th e Supervisors wi l l let you know when maintenance is 
nee ded . 
D. The pri n ters should be dusted every time the paper is 
c handed. Th eribbon s hould be replaced when t he 
prontout is no l onger readable . 
r A r B re r o 
I◄ ◄ ► ►l • 
F:il"-'t Pr<>-'\,o•~..,. l':re :\..~ L .il s t .. G~ To 
Figure 3- 23. A sample of multiple choice question 
~Concepl Test ~----- · ~----- £1 
j 12 : 48 ; 27 
,I T.-st 32 
I Question Desciip tion Question Scol'e 
9 ,---1 ---- , J\fak hiug questio n 
Match the sta tement in the left column with the ca t egories in the 
right column 
A . Night Shift 
Superv i sor(Mon-Thurs) 
1. Mark Deli o 
2 . Rick hornsby 
B. Check Services manager 3 . Randy Hendrickson 
C . Night Shift 
Superv i sor(Sat/Sun/Wed/ Thu rs) 
D. asdfefser 
E. Day shift processing 
Supervisor 
Check Services Office r 
Day Sh ift Image Supervisor 
A B C 
4 . Les Mayes 
5 . Steve t Fro st 
6 . Billee Covert 
7 . Bill Hill 
D E F G 
11 1 1 111 
ljJ I 00 l Mi! j I ◄ 
..\.11swu Un,mswe1·ed . _,\JL . . First 
Figure 3- 24. A sample of matching question 
► I 
L,1st . St>ltus Done 
5 1 
~Grade 1!1~13 
t es t# 
test title 
pass sc ore( % ) 
s e c ti o n 
Usenuune: syzd 
Test Status: Fail 
32 total score 
Ch eck Servi ces c orrect score 




correct ( %) 
S ection 1 35 
.........,___ ____ ~£ 
Ae view Te:st I~ 
::LI~ fJ l!lvaA ppletWi nd ow 
Figure 3- 25. A sample of test grade dialog box 
j 12 : 52: 42 
j Test 32 




j Que stion De sc 1iJltion 
I Tn ie /F al se 
It is okay to shace yo u c l ogon I . O. wi th a not h ec e mp l oyee 
m I 




< TRUE ,.- FALSE 
• l ► I ►I 
P1·~~io11s . N.-;,.:t j L:1st _ 
!!!I 
Figure 3- 26. A sample of question answered correctly in a review session 
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/ 12: 52: 42 / Qu es tion Srnl'e / Qu e stion Desc1i1>tion 
./ Tes t 32 ~- J-6---i- - 1---~, Fill-, . h-,-B-lru_tk _________________ _ 
A block ticket is created to ___ the depositing financial 
institution for the do l lar value of the check r ece i ved and to bill the 
DI for the work type a nd number of it 
Incon·cct 1 Corr~<"t An~'W~t· : cl'ctlit 
Answer TJn~,ns,v_1~retl 
◄ I ~ 
_Pi_-.,.,jo11s . . Nex t 
► I• 
L<>sr 
Figure 3- 27. A sample of question answered incorrectly in a review session 
INSTRUCTORS' USER MANUAL 
All the tasks performed by the instructors are related to the tests. The instructor can 
only access those tests of which he/she has the ownership. When an instructor create a 
test , he/she is the only owner by default. However the manager could change the 
ownership later. It is possible that one test have more than one owner . For security 
reasons , only one instructor can open the test at any given time . 
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The primary entrance for the instructor of the system is the instructor frame . Inside 
this interface the instructor is able to create a new test, open an existing test, update a test, 
delete a test , grade a test manually , view the test statistics , view the student grade , change 
the student grade , and edit the information related to a test. If the instructor chooses to 
create a new test or open an existing test , the system will pop up another window , which 
is called authoring interface. I will discuss the authoring interface in a later section. Let 
me discuss the functions inside an instructor interface. 
INSTRUCTOR INTERFACE 
Create A New Test 
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When creating a new test the instructor needs to tell the system the name of the test, 
the test time limit , and the time validity of the test by typing the information into the 
proper fields. Other information is optional and can be left blank. By default , the time 
limit is 50 minutes. If there is no time limit on the test, the instructor should type in a 0. 
The test expiration time means the effective time period of a test, in other words , the test 
results will expire after that time has elapsed upon taking the test. The validity period is 
of 6 months by default. A sample interface for creating a new test is shown in figure 3-28. 
II New Test -- iyzd Ef 
Create A New Test 
Please enter the inforrnation about the test, • indicates required. 
Test ID: ro- Test Title: * loata Structure 
Test Module: Test Type: I concept _j 
Unlock by Manager: * ~ Passing Score: * ~ 
Time Limit: * ~O -- > no limit Test Expired in j 6 _j month(s) 
Maximum Attempt: 
.:n2J.I ·JavaAppletWindow 
Figure 3- 28. The dialog box for creating a new test 
After the instructor click on the New button, the test will be created. But the test will 
not be saved to the database until the instructor saves the test. After the test is created, the 
instructor is free to create new sections or questions. 
Open A Test 
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When the instructor is trying to open a test, the system will only show those tests of 
which the instructor has ownership. This will prevent other instructors, who have no 
privileges on the test, from modifying it. When the test is opened, the instructor can add 
new sections, or questions, delete questions, modify existing questions, or change 
properties of the test, sections, or questions. To open a test, select the test from the list, 
then click on Open button or simply double-click on the test. 
Update A Test 
Whenever a test information is changed, the test database that the student used will 
not show the changes. Only when the instructor or manager updates the test will the 
students be able to use the new version. The instructor can only direct the system to 
update those tests of which the instructor has ownership. To update test(s) , select the 
test(s) the instructor wants to update from the list, then click on the Update button. If 
there is any other user accessing the test, the test will be scheduled for later updating and 
the system will display a message to the instructor. 
Delete A Test 
When a test is no longer valid , the instructor can delete it. After the test is deleted , 
all information related to the test is removed from the database, including the sections 
and the questions , the student records related to it, and the test list of every department. 
This operation can not be undone to restore the test. To delete a test, select the test in the 
list then click on the Delete button. 
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View Test Statistics 
The statistics shown in this interface is the statistics of each question in every test. 
The information includes section number, question number, question type, the number of 
correct answers correctly, the number of incorrect answers , and the number of times not 
answered by students . A sample is shown in figure 3-29. With this information , the 
instructor can see how each question was answered by students. If the number of 
incorrect answers is much higher than the correct answers , it might indicate that the 
question is too difficult or the question is confusing to the students. 
,.J. T esl S1a11sl1cs El 
Statistics for Each Test 
Select the test you want to view from the choice button. 
Test Ti tle : I Check Services .:J 
Sect io n # Questio n # Que.sti o n Type # Cor r ect # In co rr ec t # Hot Answered # Se l ec ted 
1 Matching 0 0 0 0 . 
2 Mul tiple choi.ce 0 1 0 
3 Fill in blank. 0 0 1 
4 Multiple choice 1 0 0 
5 Fill in blank. 0 0 
Fill in blank 0 0 
7 Fill in blank 0 0 
8 Matching 0 0 
9 Multiple choice 0 0 
10 Multiple choice 0 0 
11 Fill in blank. 0 0 
12 Multiple choice 0 0 
13 Matching 0 0 1 
14 Multiple choice 1 0 0 
15 Multiple choice 0 0 
16 Multii:le choice 0 0 _:J 
Cancel j 
.:,d.o2l] 'JavaAppletWindow 
Figure 3- 29. A sample of test statistics 
View Student Grade 
The instructor can see the grade of all the students who take the test. The instructor 
can only see those test results of which he/she has ownership . A sample is shown in 
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figure 3-30. The information available in this interface includes the student name , the 
number of attempts, and the score. If the student has taken the test more than once , then 
there are multiple entries in the list. When one clicks on one of the buttons on top of the 
list, the system will sort the list in ascending order corresponding to the button chosen. 
For example, if one clicks on the Grade button , the list will be presented from the lowest 
to the highest grade. By default , the list is sorted by student name in ascending order. 
~Students Grade 13 
View Stmlents Grade of Tests 
Please select U1e test to view the grade or click the field name to sort the list. 
Stu den t l•larne I Attempt I Gra de 
yang, zhiDao a 45 
.z/.olt,J Java AppleTWindow 
Figure 3- 30. A sample of student grade 
Edit Student Grade 
When the grade of a student is changed , the instructor needs to use this function to 
record the changes. This interface is similar to the previous one. However , if the 
instructor double-clicks on the student grade, the system will display another dialog box 
(shown in figure 3-31) to let the instructor change that student's grade . To change the 
grade, simply enter the new grade then click on the Ok button. 
~Change Grade El 
Change Student Grade 
Ple3.se enter the new grade 11.ian click OK button. 
Marne (Last, First Middle) Attempt Grade 
.... jy--~-n-g,-·. _z_h_i -I)a_o_a---~~~---~ 11 'Im 
OK I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 31. The dialog box for changing a student grade 
Edit Test Information 
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When the instructor wants to change the information of a test , such as the test title, 
time limit , and section information , he/she does not need to open the test. However , if the 
instructor wants to edit the question , the instructor needs to open the test first. The 
interface for changing test information is shown in figure 3-32. To change the section 
information , double-click on the section in the list, and another dialog box will appear. To 




II Edit Test h1fonnatio11 
Please select and change the information you want then click OK button. 
Test ID: j 32 .:] 
Test Title: jr-c-h e_c_k_S_e_rv_i_ce_s __________ _ 
Test Modu le: '!G-en- e-r a_l __________ _ 
Test Type: ] Concept .:l 
Unlock by Manager : I 1,0 .:J Passing Score: !75 
Ti.roe Limit: Jso Te:,t; expire:, in J.---6- .:J---,• month (ts) 
Maxi.mum Attempt: ro-
Section Name Required# Disabled# Optional# Question# Selected# 
1 Section 1 3 O 47 50 40 
f; Edil Seclion l!lliJf3 
Please enter the new se lected number, then clicke OK button . 
Sectio n Name Required# Disabl e# Optional# Question# Selected# 
ri---- Jsectio n 1 13 147 Jo Isa 140 
_1jl~ jJavaAPplet\1/indow 
2:1~ tJavaAppletWindow 
Figure 3- 32. A sample of editing test information in an instructor interface 
AUTHORING INTERFACE 
The authoring interface will be displayed only when the instructor is creating a new 
test or opening an existing test. The tasks within the authoring interface are specifically 
related to the test opened or created. These tasks are sub-categorized into tasks related to 
the opened test, the sections, and the questions. The tasks related to the opened test 
include: edit test , save test, rename test , delete test , update test, and edit preference. The 
tasks related to sections include: edit section, create new section, and rename section. The 
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tasks related to the questions include: question navigation (i.e. next, previous , first , last, 
and go to), edit question score, create new question, and delete question. 
Edit Test 
The instructor will be able to change the information of an opened test by choosing 
Edit from the Test menu. An example is shown in figure 3-33. The information includes: 
test title , test module, test type, unlock status , passing score, time limit , expiration time 
period , and attempt limit. Clicking on the Reset button will reload the test information 
prior to the change. To save the changes, click on the Change button. The information 
changed will not be written to the database until the test is saved. 
· Edit Test -- iyzd 
Edit Test 
Please enter the iJ1fomiation about the test, • mdicates required. 
Te s t ID : 
Te s t Module: !General 
Test Title: * 
Te,st Type: 
l -
j c oncept 3 
Unlock by Ma nager: • j No _:J Passing Score : * 17 5 
Time Limit: • -,5-0 --0 -- > no limit Test Expired in ..-, 6---.:J-, month (s ) 
Maximum Attempt: lo 
Change I Reset I Cancel I 
Figure 3- 33. An example of editing test information in an authoring interface 
Save Test 
During the authoring session , the instructor can choose the Save menu item from the 
Test menu to save the test to the database. The instructor can save the test as frequently as 
he/she wants to assure that the changes are saved in the database , in case of system lock 
up or crash. Another alternative is to enable the auto-save feature in the system. When 
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saving a test , the system will check whether the selected number of all sections is greater 
the total number of questions in that section. If it is not true, the system will display 
another dialog box to let the instructor change the selected number, because it is 
impossible to select 10 questions from 8 questions , for example. If the selected number is 
still greater than the total number of question , the test will be saved as incomplete. When 
a test status is incomplete , the system will not update the test. 
Rename Test 
Renaming the opened test means changing the title of the test. Two text fields appear 
in the dialog. The top one labeled From is the original test title, the bottom one labeled To 
is for the new test title. The new test title will not be saved to the database until the test is 
saved. 
Delete Test 
Deleting a test here is the same as deleting a test in the instructor interface. All the 
information related to the test would be removed from the database as soon as the 
instructor clicked on the Delete button and this operation is irreversible. 
Update Test 
The student will not see the new test or the changes when a test is created or 
changed until it is updated. When updating a test , the system will first check whether 
there are other users accessing the test. If there is nobody accessing the test , it will be 
updated immediately. Otherwise , it will be scheduled for updating as soon as there is 
nobody accessing the test. When a test is scheduled for updating, the test is locked, but 
the current users can continue their tasks until finished. This will assure that the test will 
be updated when all current users finish their jobs. 
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Edit Preference 
Currently, the instructor can set the preference of auto-saving. More features can be 
added to the system . The default setting of auto-save is enabled and set to five minutes 
intervals. The example is show in figure 3-34. The instructor can set the intervals from 
one to ten minutes. When auto-save is enabled, the system will write the opened test to 
the database in case of system lock up or crash. 
II Preference m 
Auto Save Setting 
opt.ion: 
P' iii~·i;· --~;:;:t·~·-··;·~~:;~·1 
Auto save in every ils ::)rniniutes 
Figure 3- 34. The dialog box of auto save settings 
Edit Section 
When the instructor clicks on the Edit menu item in the Section menu, the edit 
section dialog box (shown in figure 3-35) will be displayed. In this dialog box, the 
section number, section title, the number of required, optional, disabled, and selected 
question are shown. The instructor can only change the section title, or the selected 
number. For changing the information of a different section, the instructor simply selects 
the different section number from the Section Number choice button on the top. 
IS Edit Section 13 
Edit Section hlfonnation 
Please select the section, then change the information you want. 
1 
Required# Disabled# Optional# Question# Selected# 
13 0 ]47 1.-s□----,,-4□---
lfote: The selected nrutlber has to be smaller than the nUl'r"iber of question 
minus the nrunber of disabled question. 
Change I Close :I 
Figure 3- 35. An example of editing section information 
Create New Section 
When a new section is needed, the instructor can create a new section to host a 
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different group of questions. However , the student will not notice the existence of a 
different section when taking the test. When creating a new section , its section number is 
generated by the system as the current section number incremented by one. If this section 
is inserted , all the later sections will be automatically changed. The instructor needs to 
type in the section title and selected number, which is the number of questions to be 
selected when generating the test, in order to create the new section. The section title is 
optional but the selected number is required. After the instructor clicked on the New 
button, a New Question dialog will be displayed for adding new questions to the new 
section. For adding a new question, please refer to a later section. 
Rename Section 
This function allows the instructor to change the section title(s) of the test. All the 
sections are listed in a scrolled list. To change the section title, simply double-click the 
section , type in the new name in the text field, and click on the Change button. 
Question Navigation 
The instructor can navigate through the questions in different sections by choosing 
from the Question menu or click on the navigation buttons (shown in figure 3-36). 
I◄ I ►I ◄ -~ ~ J {I First Last __ ;Pre\lious Next Exit 
Figure 3- 36. The navigation buttons of an authoring frame 
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The instructor could either go to the previous , next , first, or last question ; or go to any 
question in the test. When the current question is the first one, the Previous and First 
option is disabled. On the other hand, when the current question is the last one, the Next 
and Last option is disabled. When the instructor chooses the Go-To option , a dialog 
(shown in figure 3-37) with all the questions will be displayed along with the section 
number , question number, question type, graphic status , and completion status. This 
dialog box will let the instructor jump to the question he/she desired , and will show the 
completion status of each question . The question is not completed when the question text 
is empty . Other requirement depends on the question type, i.e., there must have at least 
two choices to constitute a multiple choice question. If any of the questions is not 
completed, the status of the test is incomplete. Thus, it can not be updated. 
Goto Que~tiou 
Ple:tse select the question, then click OK button. 
Section Humber Question Humber Question Type 
~ CAHCEL I 
Graphic 
Figure 3- 37. The goto dialog box with question information 
Edit Question Score 
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Status 
Each question is assigned a score for grading purposes. The instructor can change 
the score of the current question by selecting the Score menu item from the Question pull 
down menu . 
Create New Question 
There are seven types of questions: multiple choice , matching , sequencing, fill-in-
blank, multiple answer, true or false, and essay. The interface for creating a new question 
is shown in figure 3-38. When creating a test, the instructor needs to choose the question 
type from the list and assign a scoring value to the new question. The default scoring 
value is one. If the new question is a graphic question, the instructor also needs to check 
the isGraph check box. When a new question is created, it is inserted right after the 
current question in the current section. For example, if the current question is in section 2 
and the question number is 5, the new question created will be section 2, question 6. If 
originally there was question 6 in section 2, that question will be question 7, etc. 
II Question Type f3 
Question TYJrn 
Please select the question, then click ok button. 
Question Type: 
Iviultiple choice 
Fill in blank 
t .. • 
Ivlatching 
True or False 
Multiple answers 
Essay 
Score: ! 1 
. oI< J CP.l'-lc~J ~P I I isGraph 
Figure 3- 38. The dialog box for adding a new question 
Delete Question 
The system will reconfirm the deletion , when Delete in the Question menu is 
selected. After the instructor clicked on the Ok button , the current question will be 
removed. All the question numbers of the following questions will be decremented by 
one . If the current question is the only question in the current section, this section is 
deleted and all the section numbers of the following questions will be decrement by one . 
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Once again , any changes made will not be saved to the database until the test has 
been saved. This could be accomplished by choosing Save from the Test menu, enabling 
the auto-save feature , or clicking on the Yes button when asked "Do you want to save the 




The NetTest project was started in March 1997, and has been developed for 9 
months until now. The first version was released in the beginning of December 1997, 
having been installed on the Federal Reserve Bank Salt Lake office as a beta test site. 
This is the first time we have had the chance to put the NetTest into a real environn1ent 
and we are awaiting their feedback. The Computer Science department in Utah State 
University plans to use NetTest beginning from the Spring quarter of 1998 for several 
courses. The History department also has shown great interest on NetTest and the team is 
now working on adding more functions to NetTest to suit its needs. 
THE ADVANTAGES OF USING JAVA 
1. Java in its nature is an object-oriented programming language. Every object has its 
own properties and behaviors and communications between objects is mostly through 
message passing. Every object is seen as a black box by the others. There is no 
multiple inheritance in Java. Therefore, with all these features and a good object 
design a bug is isolated in the module if it exists, so that it will not corrupt the whole 
system in other modules. 
2. Java is running on a Java virtual machine (JVM) and different platforms have their 
own JVM. Sun Microsystems published the standard for building the JVM to the 
public. This feature makes Java programs to be cross-platform. As the Sun ' s slogan 
reads "wr ite once, run everywhere", a Java program can run on various platforms 
without recompiling or modifying the code. 
3. Java has built-in network capabilities , so that , Java programs are ideal for developing 
server/client applications over a networked environment. 
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4. Java has a garbage collection mechanism, does not have pointers, and does not support 
multiple inheritance. This eliminates a lot of pitfalls and makes using Java much easier 
than CIC++. Therefore, the learning curve is lower, everyone can learn programming in 
Java in a short period of time. 
THE DISADVANTAGES OF USING JAVA 
1. During the development , the biggest problem that we have had is the compatibility of 
Java between different platforms and different Web browsers. This problem is mostly 
because Java is in its early stage of introduction to the market. Java itself is still evolving 
to a more mature language . Every several months Sun releases a newer version of the 
Java Development Kit (JDK) and the new JDK version tends to have dramatic changes. 
This causes the companies that build Java-compatible Web browsers difficulties to update 
their product. To make things worse, different companies decided on proprietary ways to 
implement JVM. Therefore , the Java applets looks different on different Web browsers , 
and sometimes even behave differently. 
2. A Java program is not a binary executable module , rather it is interpreted by the JVM . 
Every interpreted program suffers a performance problem, namely , it runs slowly. A Java 
applet suffers another factor that slows it down: because it resides on the server, the client 
needs to download the program first, then run it locally. The network bandwidth is critical 
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for Java applets. When the available network bandwidth is high, there is no significant 
effect on the Java applets performance, but when the available network bandwidth is low, 
the Java applets become dramatically slow. 
3. There are strict security policies on what Java applet can do and which local resources 
it can get. I totally agree on that these security policies are necessary. However, they limit 
the abilities of Java applets and cause the programmers some difficulties , because they 
need to find ways to work around these restrictions. 
4. Finally, another drawback that I found in Java is managing the class file. It is no easy 
task when the project is large. When compiling a Java program , the compiler generates 
one class file for each object class. In the NetTest project, there are more than 27,000 
lines of Java code and 124 different classes. Therefore, there are 124 different class files 
of which we need to take care. This fact does not pose any serious problem until 
installation. For a larger project, assuming that the project has thousands of class files, it 
is almost impossible to handle them properly. Even though Sun has a solution for this , the 
new version of JDK supports a compressed file format called Java archive (JAR) file. The 
JAR is similar to zipped files in that a programmer can put several class files into a single 
file. This feature removes the installation problem describe previously and decreases the 
download time for Java applets. However, most current available Web browsers do not 
support the JAR file format. Therefore, it is not a good solution for NetTest. 
In conclusion, Java is still a good choice on developing server/client programs 
because of its versatility and ease of learning. I believe that as time goes by, the 
compatibility problem will be solved and Java will evolve to a mature programming 
language . After all, NetTest does benefit tremendous from the Java features. 
CHAPTERS 
FUTURE DEVEL OPMENT 
This chapter will describe what future work could be done on NetTest to make it 
evolve to a better product. Some of these suggestions are from the client and my 
supervisors. 
TRAINING SESSION 
The training should always be accompanied by assessment. In this way, the 
instructor could know how much the student has learned during the training process. 
NetTest already has the framework and graphic user interface (GUI) for testing. We can 
use this GUI to design the training session, so that the product can do the training and 
testing together and still maintain the same portability and flexibility . 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ABILITY 
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After a student has taken tests, the test results are stored in the database. Base on the 
results, the system is able to determine the level of expertise the student has on the 
subject. If the student learns well in that subject, the system can provide more advance 
information during the training session or provide more difficult test question in the 
testing session on the next time the student uses the system. Or conversely , the system 
could suggest a re-training or provide easier questions to help the learning process. 
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TITLE PAGE 
Currently, at the beginning of a test, NetTest only provides a hard coded brief 
message to the student. The NetTest could provide the opportunity to allow instructors to 
give specific instructions on taking the test or specific instructions for individual sections 
by adding a title page for each section and test. The instructor could also decide not to 
add the title page. 
BUNDLED QUESTIONS 
The test questions in NetTest are selected from the test database in a random order. 
In the current version, the instructor can make certain questions to be always selected but 
the order of the questions is not in any particular order. In other words, questions could 
not be bundled together in the current version. NetTest should provide a mechanism to 
enab le the instructor to force several questions to appear in a certain order in the test, and 
when these are selected, all these questions should be all selected. 
RANDOMIZATION 
In the current version of NetTest , the questions are randomly selected from the test 
database and the order of multiple answers question is also randomized. The system 
should allow the instructor to choose whether to randomize the answers, questions, or 
sections. 
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Appendix A Table Definitions Of NetTest Database 
1. Password Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes username varchar 15 No 
No Password varchar 15 No 
No £Name varchar 15 No (") 
No lName varchar 15 No (") 
No mName varchar 15 No (") 
No userType varchar 1 No 
No maJor varchar 10 No (") 
No ssn varchar 9 No (") 
No telNumber varchar 10 No (" ) 
No email varchar 30 No (") 
No status varchar 1 No ('a ' ) 
No testid unlock int 4 No (0) -
No validIP unlock varchar 255 No (") 
No validTime unlock varchar 20 No (") 
2. Major Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes maJor varchar 10 No 
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No title varchar 70 No 
No testList varchar 255 No (") 
3. Log Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes username varchar 15 No 
No userType varchar 1 No 
No testld varchar 4 No 
No Ip varchar 15 No (") 
No logTime varchar 20 No (") 
No resetTime varchar 20 No (") 
4. Std Info Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes username varchar 15 No 
Yes testld Int 4 No 
Yes attemptNr Int 4 No 
No testDate varchar 10 No (") 
No expireDate varchar 10 No (" ) 
No status varchar 1 No \ 
No grade int 4 No 
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5. Test Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
No owner varchar 255 No (") 
No subjectTitle varchar 20 No 
No testModule varchar 20 No (") 
No testType varchar 20 No (") 
No unlock varchar 1 No 
No pass Score int 4 No (0) 
No tirneLimit int 4 No (50) 
No time Valid int 4 No (6) 
No attemptLimit int 4 No (0) 
6. Section Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes section Id int 4 No 
No section Title varchar 25 No 
No questionN int 4 No 
No selectedNr int 4 No 
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7. Qindex Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No questionld int 4 No 
no sectionNr int 4 No 
No questionNr int 4 No 
No question Type int 4 No 
No selectStatus char 1 No 
No score int 4 No 
No timesCorrect int 4 No 
No timeslncorrect int 4 No 
No TimesNotAnswer int 4 No 
No times Selected int 4 No 
8. Qtypel Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
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No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No answerl varchar 255 No 
No matchl varchar 255 No 
No answer2 varchar 255 No 
No match2 varchar 255 No 
No answer3 varchar 255 No 
No match3 varchar 255 No 
No answer4 varchar 255 No 
No match4 varchar 255 No 
No answers varchar 255 No 
No match5 varchar 255 No 
No answer6 varchar 255 No 
No match6 varchar 255 No 
No answcr7 varchar 255 No 
No match7 varchar 255 No 
9. Qtype2 Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
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No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No answerl varchar 255 No (") 
No answer2 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer3 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer4 varchar 255 No (") 
No answers varchar 255 No (") 
No answer6 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer7 varchar 255 No (") 
10. Qtype3 Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No isCorrect char 1 No 
11. Qtype4 Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
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Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No answerl varchar 255 No (") 
No answer2 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer3 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer4 varchar 255 No (") 
No answers varchar 255 No (") 
12. Qtype5 Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No answer vrachar 255 No (") 
13. Qtype6 Table 
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Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question Text varchar 255 No (") 
No isGraph char 1 No ('f) 
No graph varchar 255 No (") 
No answerl varchar 255 No (") 
No answer2 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer3 varchar 255 No (") 
No answer4 varchar 255 No (") 
No answers varchar 255 No (") 
No correctl varchar 255 No (") 
No correct2 varchar 255 No (") 
No correct3 varchar 255 No (") 
No correct4 varchar 255 No (") 
No correct5 varchar 255 No (") 
14. Qtype7 Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No question! varchar 255 No (") 
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No question2 varchar 255 No (" ) 
No isGraph char 1 No (' f) 
No graph varchar 30 No (") 
No answel varchar 255 No (") 
No answer2 varchar 255 No (") 
15. Update_Test Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
No owner varchar 255 No (") 
No subjectTitle varchar 20 No 
No testModule varchar 20 No (") 
No testType varchar 20 No (") 
No unlock varchar 1 No 
No pass Score int 4 No (0) 
No timeLimit int 4 No (50) 
No time Valid int 4 No (6) 
No update Status char 1 No ('u') 
No graphSeq int 4 No (0) 
No attemptLimit int 4 No (0) 
16. Update_Section Table 
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Same as Section table. 
17. Update_Qindex Table 
Key Column Name Data Type Size Null Default 
Yes testld int 4 No 
Yes indexNr int 4 No 
No questionld int 4 No 
no sectionNr int 4 No 
No questionNr int 4 No 
No question Type int 4 No 
No selectStatus char 1 No 
No score int 4 No 
18. Update_Qtypel Table 
Same as Qtype 1 table. 
19. Update_Qtype2 Table 
Same as Qtype2 table . 
20. Update_Qtype3 Table 
Same as Qtype3 table. 
21. Update_Qtype4 Table 
Same as Qtype4 table. 
22. Update_QtypeS Table 
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Same as Qtype5 table . 
23. Update_Qtype6 Table 
Same as Qtype6 table. 
24. Update_Qtype7 Table 
Same as Qtype7 table. 
